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advisors to Kelley's Evening MBA program is competitive. The school's goal is to bring together a group of motivated and talented students who bring as much to the program as they will gain from it. Due to the competitive nature of the Kelley admission process, a strong score on the Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT) is required for acceptance into the program. Information on GMAT preparation course options, contact the Kelley Evening MBA Program Office in Indianapolis at 317.274.4895.

Three cohorts are admitted each year. Two on the IUPUI campus (spring and fall) and one each fall in Carmel. All cohorts will finish the final year of their degree program on the IUPUI campus.

Darrell Brown, manager of MBA admissions and recruitment, in the Kelley Evening MBA Program Office is available to meet with prospective students to answer questions about the program. Although an interview is not part of the admission process, Kelley does welcome the opportunity to speak with interested applicants about the program.

For more information about admission to the Kelley Evening MBA Program, visit www.kelley.iupui.edu/evemba or contact Darrell Brown in the Evening MBA program office at 317.274.4895.

Our ability to secure enterprise projects for our students is due to Kelley's reputation and stature in the business community. Offering students opportunities to get involved like this is something I haven't been able to do at other universities. It really enriches the entire educational experience.

—Mark Frohlich, Associate Professor of Operations Management; Co-Director, gSCIE Enterprise
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In 2007, U.S. News & World Report ranked the Kelley Evening MBA program 26th in the nation among part-time programs. Evening programs in both Indianapolis and Carmel offer central Indiana business students the opportunity to pursue a high-quality education from a nationally ranked school like the Indiana University Kelley School of Business, and the possibilities are endless.

Kelley Evening MBA students have an average of five years of professional work experience. A top-quality team of internationally recognized Kelley faculty members provides the cornerstone for one of the nation’s leading part-time MBA programs. Evening programs in both Indianapolis and Carmel offer central Indiana business students extensive experience in areas that are important to professional development here at Kelley. Kelley Evening MBA students are accepted each year from a competitive pool of applicants, and the program is considered a rigorous course of study with high expectations and the motivation to learn and achieve.

Consider these facts about the Evening MBA program:

- Kelley’s Evening MBA program is a logical choice for those who want to pursue a career change and transition to a new field or industry and accomplish of career and personal goals. Combine these factors with a degree from a nationally ranked school like the Indiana University Kelley School of Business, and the possibilities are endless.
- One hundred sixty students are accepted each year into the Kelley Evening MBA program. Evening MBA students address local firms’ supply chain challenges. With access to leading distribution logistics companies, students address local firms’ supply chain challenges. Kelley Evening MBA students are accepted each year from a competitive pool of applicants, and the program is considered a rigorous course of study with high expectations and the motivation to learn and achieve.
- Kelley Evening MBA students have an average of five years of professional work experience. A top-quality team of internationally recognized Kelley faculty members provides the cornerstone for one of the nation’s leading part-time MBA programs. Evening programs in both Indianapolis and Carmel offer central Indiana business students extensive experience in areas that are important to professional development here at Kelley. Kelley Evening MBA students are accepted each year from a competitive pool of applicants, and the program is considered a rigorous course of study with high expectations and the motivation to learn and achieve.
- Kelley Evening MBA students have an average of five years of professional work experience. A top-quality team of internationally recognized Kelley faculty members provides the cornerstone for one of the nation’s leading part-time MBA programs. Evening programs in both Indianapolis and Carmel offer central Indiana business students extensive experience in areas that are important to professional development here at Kelley. Kelley Evening MBA students are accepted each year from a competitive pool of applicants, and the program is considered a rigorous course of study with high expectations and the motivation to learn and achieve.
- Kelley Evening MBA students have an average of five years of professional work experience. A top-quality team of internationally recognized Kelley faculty members provides the cornerstone for one of the nation’s leading part-time MBA programs. Evening programs in both Indianapolis and Carmel offer central Indiana business students extensive experience in areas that are important to professional development here at Kelley. Kelley Evening MBA students are accepted each year from a competitive pool of applicants, and the program is considered a rigorous course of study with high expectations and the motivation to learn and achieve.

Innovative MBA enterprise program:

Kelley Evening MBA students participate in one of three innovative enterprise programs during their second year of study. Kelley’s MBA enterprise program offers students a chance to gain real-world experience in strategic business problem solving and consulting.

- **Innovative MBA enterprise program:**
  - **Finance Development Enterprise (FIND):** Students can expect to think meaningfully about who they are, what they want to do and what they’re made of. Answers to these questions and the honest feedback they receive from coaching are keys to helping them develop a strong career management plan.
  - **Global Supply Chain Innovation Enterprise (gSCIE):** Students gain international and consulting experience, this semester-long class features a two-week trip to mainland China. While there, Kelley Evening MBA students learn about a wide range of topics including customer service, law and science.
  - **Discovery, Innovation and Ventures Enterprise (DIVE):** Kelley students learn about entrepreneurship, this program connects students with start-up companies for in-depth consulting projects. By focusing on entrepreneurship, this program connects students with start-up companies for in-depth consulting projects.

Ongoing, focused professional development:

Consisting of a lecture series, self-assessment tools, a weekend preparation and interview practice help students position themselves for promotion in their current companies or transition to new employers. Kelley’s MBA programs attract high-paying Fortune 100 recruiters seeking to fill positions in Indianapolis and Carmel.

Kelley’s MBA programs are designed to provide students with the information, strategies, Kelley Evening MBA students have an average of five years of professional work experience. A top-quality team of internationally recognized Kelley faculty members provides the cornerstone for one of the nation’s leading part-time MBA programs. Evening programs in both Indianapolis and Carmel offer central Indiana business students extensive experience in areas that are important to professional development here at Kelley. Kelley Evening MBA students are accepted each year from a competitive pool of applicants, and the program is considered a rigorous course of study with high expectations and the motivation to learn and achieve.
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In 2007, U.S. News & World Report ranked the Kelley Evening MBA program #26 in the nation among part-time programs.

Kelley Evening MBA program is a logical choice for those seeking maximum professional, experiential learning opportunities and a comprehensive MBA program of the highest caliber at a nationally ranked school like the Indiana University Kelley School of Business, and the possibilities are endless.

Kelley Evening MBA students have an average of five years professional work experience. A top-quality team of internationally recognized Kelley faculty members provides this context for one of the nation’s leading part-time MBA programs. Evening MBA programs are taught in Indianapolis and Carmel offering central Indiana business professionals convenient access to an MBA program of the highest caliber at a nationally ranked school like the Indiana University Kelley School of Business, and the possibilities are endless.

A top-quality team of internationally recognized Kelley faculty members provides the context for one of the nation’s leading part-time MBA programs. Evening MBA programs are taught in Indianapolis and Carmel offering central Indiana business professionals convenient access to an MBA program of the highest caliber at a nationally ranked school like the Indiana University Kelley School of Business, and the possibilities are endless.

Consider these facts about the Evening MBA program:

- Kelley's program is distinguished by integrated professional development services and a highly successful MBA enterprise program, offering students a chance to gain real-world experience in strategic business problem solving and consulting.
- One hundred sixty students are accepted each year into the Evening MBA program—60 each semester in Indianapolis and Carmel.
- Kelley's program is by application only. To date, nearly half of Kelley's Evening MBA students have an average of five years professional work experience.
- Kelley Evening MBA students have an average of five years professional work experience. A top-quality team of internationally recognized Kelley faculty members provides this context for one of the nation’s leading part-time MBA programs. Evening MBA programs are taught in Indianapolis and Carmel.

Innovative MBA enterprise programs:

A leading-edge program pairing students with central Indiana companies. Kelley’s MBA program offers an opportunity for students to work in teams on real-world business problems and gain experience in strategic business problem solving and consulting. Kelley MBA students bring at least five years of professional work experience to the graduate-level classroom, Kelley Evening MBA students participating in the Kelley Evening MBA program.

Discover, Innovation and Ventures Enterprise (DIVE)

A leading-edge program pairing students with central Indiana companies. Kelley’s MBA program offers an opportunity for students to work in teams on real-world business problems and gain experience in strategic business problem solving and consulting. Kelley MBA students bring at least five years of professional work experience to the graduate-level classroom, Kelley Evening MBA students participating in the Kelley Evening MBA program.

Student Profile: DIVE 2010

From small business to the international corporation, every company, product and service has the potential for global impact. Kelley’s MBA program prepares students to thrive in this environment, introducing them to experiences such as the China in Transition summer course. A hands-on opportunity to gain international and consulting experience, this semester-long course features a two-week trip to mainland China. While there, Kelley students partner with their counterparts from City University, London in a working consulting assignment culminating in a presentation to the Chinese host company.

Innovative MBA enterprise programs:

A leading-edge program pairing students with central Indiana companies. Kelley’s MBA program offers an opportunity for students to work in teams on real-world business problems and gain experience in strategic business problem solving and consulting. Kelley MBA students bring at least five years of professional work experience to the graduate-level classroom, Kelley Evening MBA students participating in the Kelley Evening MBA program.

Global Supply Chain Innovation Enterprise (gSCIE)

Focus on entrepreneurship, this program connects students with start-up companies for in-depth consulting projects.

Innovative MBA enterprise programs:

A leading-edge program pairing students with central Indiana companies. Kelley’s MBA program offers an opportunity for students to work in teams on real-world business problems and gain experience in strategic business problem solving and consulting. Kelley MBA students bring at least five years of professional work experience to the graduate-level classroom, Kelley Evening MBA students participating in the Kelley Evening MBA program.

Unique international opportunities:

The small business to the international corporation, every company, product and service has the potential for global impact. Kelley’s MBA program prepares students to thrive in this environment, introducing them to experiences such as the China in Transition summer course. A hands-on opportunity to gain international and consulting experience, this semester-long course features a two-week trip to mainland China. While there, Kelley students partner with their counterparts from City University, London in a working consulting assignment culminating in a presentation to the Chinese host company.

Innovative MBA enterprise programs:

A leading-edge program pairing students with central Indiana companies. Kelley’s MBA program offers an opportunity for students to work in teams on real-world business problems and gain experience in strategic business problem solving and consulting. Kelley MBA students bring at least five years of professional work experience to the graduate-level classroom, Kelley Evening MBA students participating in the Kelley Evening MBA program.

Innovative MBA enterprise programs:

A leading-edge program pairing students with central Indiana companies. Kelley’s MBA program offers an opportunity for students to work in teams on real-world business problems and gain experience in strategic business problem solving and consulting. Kelley MBA students bring at least five years of professional work experience to the graduate-level classroom, Kelley Evening MBA students participating in the Kelley Evening MBA program.

Kelley’s Evening MBA program prepares students to thrive in the professional environment by offering a total MBA experience unequaled in central Indiana. Kelley focuses on providing graduate students with the necessary tools—a solid foundation of managerial and intercultural perspectives—to achieve their professional goals. Some of the highlights of Kelley’s innovative evening program include:

- Kelley’s Evening MBA program is a logical choice for those who work full-time by offering the flexibility to attend classes conveniently. Experienced professionals convenient access to an MBA program of the highest caliber at a realistic cost. With challenging and unique experiential learning opportunities and a comprehensive professional development program spanning all three years, Kelley’s Evening MBA program is a logical choice for those with high expectations and the motivation to learn and achieve.

- Kelley’s Evening MBA program offers a variety of backgrounds. The fact that they contribute so much to the learning environment by sharing their day-to-day business experience is really exceptional. —Shannon Satterfield, Consultant, E.J. Stahl & Associates; Evening MBA Student

- Kelley faculty publish ground-breaking research and work with leading companies, while also placing high priority on teaching and one-on-one interaction with students.

- Kelley Evening MBA students have an average of five years professional work experience.

- An undergraduate degree in business is not required to succeed in the Kelley MBA program. In fact, many students enter with no formal background or academic training in business.

- A growing list of dual degree programs allows professionals to further their education in fields such as engineering, medicine, operations, customer service, law and science.

- Kelley’s Evening MBA program provides students to thrive in the professional environment by offering a total MBA experience unequaled in central Indiana.

- Kelley’s Evening MBA program is by application only. To date, nearly half of Kelley’s Evening MBA students participate in one of three enterprises:

- **Finance Development Enterprise (FIND)**  
  Students will manage a Kelley School investment fund. In addition to consulting on finance-related projects, students address local firms’ supply chain challenges. With access to leading distribution logistics companies, students work with start-up companies for in-depth consulting projects. Focusing on entrepreneurship, this program connects students with start-up companies for in-depth consulting projects.

- **Global Supply Chain Innovation Enterprise (GSCI)**  
  Kelley students partner with their counterparts from City University, Hong Kong, to work on logistics consulting assignments culminating in a presentation to the Chinese host company.

- **Valuable, diverse interaction with peers**  
  Learning from top business faculty is just one part of what makes earning a Kelley MBA worthwhile. With the majority of Kelley Evening MBA students bringing at least five years of professional experience to the graduate-level classroom, Kelley students supplement academic learning with the informed, diverse perspectives of their peers from fields such as engineering, medicine, operations, customer service, law and science. Whether engaging in lively classroom discussions or participating alongside peers in group projects, students contribute valuable insight to the learning environment.

- **Unique international opportunities**  
  From the small businesses to the international corporation, every company, product and service the has the potential for global impact. Kelley’s Evening MBA program prepares students to thrive in this environment, introducing them to experiences such as the “China in Transition” seminar cruise. A fascinating opportunity to gain international and consulting experience, this semester-long cruise features a two-week trip to mainland China. While there, Kelley students partner with their counterparts from City University, Hong Kong, to work on logistics consulting assignments culminating in a presentation to the Chinese host company.

- **Students who participate fully in professional development here at Kelley can expect to think meaningfully about who they are, what they want to do and what they’re made of. Answers to these questions and the honest feedback they receive from coaching are keys to helping them develop a strong career management plan.** — Bob Grimm, Clinical Associate Professor of Management; Evening MBA Student

- **Comprehensive career counseling**  
  Kelley Evening MBA students bring at least five years of professional experience to the graduate-level classroom, Kelley students supplement academic learning with the informed, diverse perspectives of their peers from fields such as engineering, medicine, operations, customer service, law and science. Whether engaging in lively classroom discussions or participating alongside peers in group projects, students contribute valuable insight to the learning environment. Whether engaging in lively classroom discussions or participating alongside peers in group projects, students contribute valuable insight to the learning environment.

- **Consisting of a lecture series, self-assessment tools, a weekend seminar and one-on-one coaching**  
  Kelley students partner with their counterparts from City University, Hong Kong, to work on logistics consulting assignments culminating in a presentation to the Chinese host company.

- **Kelley’s Evening MBA program is by application only. To date, nearly half of Kelley’s Evening MBA students participate in one of three enterprises:**

- **Finance Development Enterprise (FIND)**
  - Kelley students will manage a Kelley School investment fund.
  - In addition to consulting on finance-related projects, students address local firms’ supply chain challenges.
  - Kelley students will manage a Kelley School investment fund.

- **Global Supply Chain Innovation Enterprise (GSCI)**
  - Kelley students partner with their counterparts from City University, Hong Kong, to work on logistics consulting assignments culminating in a presentation to the Chinese host company.

- **Valuable, diverse interaction with peers**
  - Learning from top business faculty is just one part of what makes earning a Kelley MBA worthwhile. With the majority of Kelley Evening MBA students bringing at least five years of professional experience to the graduate-level classroom, Kelley students supplement academic learning with the informed, diverse perspectives of their peers from fields such as engineering, medicine, operations, customer service, law and science.
  - Whether engaging in lively classroom discussions or participating alongside peers in group projects, students contribute valuable insight to the learning environment.

- **Unique international opportunities**
  - From the small businesses to the international corporation, every company, product and service has the potential for global impact. Kelley’s Evening MBA program prepares students to thrive in this environment, introducing them to experiences such as the “China in Transition” seminar cruise. A fascinating opportunity to gain international and consulting experience, this semester-long cruise features a two-week trip to mainland China. While there, Kelley students partner with their counterparts from City University, Hong Kong, to work on logistics consulting assignments culminating in a presentation to the Chinese host company.

- **Consisting of a lecture series, self-assessment tools, a weekend seminar and one-on-one coaching**
  - Kelley students partner with their counterparts from City University, Hong Kong, to work on logistics consulting assignments culminating in a presentation to the Chinese host company.

- **Kelley’s Evening MBA program is by application only. To date, nearly half of Kelley’s Evening MBA students participate in one of three enterprises:**

- **Finance Development Enterprise (FIND)**
  - Kelley students will manage a Kelley School investment fund.
  - In addition to consulting on finance-related projects, students address local firms’ supply chain challenges.
  - Kelley students will manage a Kelley School investment fund.

- **Global Supply Chain Innovation Enterprise (GSCI)**
  - Kelley students partner with their counterparts from City University, Hong Kong, to work on logistics consulting assignments culminating in a presentation to the Chinese host company.

- **Valuable, diverse interaction with peers**
  - Learning from top business faculty is just one part of what makes earning a Kelley MBA worthwhile. With the majority of Kelley Evening MBA students bringing at least five years of professional experience to the graduate-level classroom, Kelley students supplement academic learning with the informed, diverse perspectives of their peers from fields such as engineering, medicine, operations, customer service, law and science.
  - Whether engaging in lively classroom discussions or participating alongside peers in group projects, students contribute valuable insight to the learning environment.

- **Unique international opportunities**
  - From the small businesses to the international corporation, every company, product and service has the potential for global impact. Kelley’s Evening MBA program prepares students to thrive in this environment, introducing them to experiences such as the “China in Transition” seminar cruise. A fascinating opportunity to gain international and consulting experience, this semester-long cruise features a two-week trip to mainland China. While there, Kelley students partner with their counterparts from City University, Hong Kong, to work on logistics consulting assignments culminating in a presentation to the Chinese host company.

- **Consisting of a lecture series, self-assessment tools, a weekend seminar and one-on-one coaching**
  - Kelley students partner with their counterparts from City University, Hong Kong, to work on logistics consulting assignments culminating in a presentation to the Chinese host company.

- **Kelley’s Evening MBA program is by application only. To date, nearly half of Kelley’s Evening MBA students participate in one of three enterprises:**

- **Finance Development Enterprise (FIND)**
  - Kelley students will manage a Kelley School investment fund.
  - In addition to consulting on finance-related projects, students address local firms’ supply chain challenges.
  - Kelley students will manage a Kelley School investment fund.

- **Global Supply Chain Innovation Enterprise (GSCI)**
  - Kelley students partner with their counterparts from City University, Hong Kong, to work on logistics consulting assignments culminating in a presentation to the Chinese host company.

- **Valuable, diverse interaction with peers**
  - Learning from top business faculty is just one part of what makes earning a Kelley MBA worthwhile. With the majority of Kelley Evening MBA students bringing at least five years of professional experience to the graduate-level classroom, Kelley students supplement academic learning with the informed, diverse perspectives of their peers from fields such as engineering, medicine, operations, customer service, law and science.
  - Whether engaging in lively classroom discussions or participating alongside peers in group projects, students contribute valuable insight to the learning environment.

- **Unique international opportunities**
  - From the small businesses to the international corporation, every company, product and service has the potential for global impact. Kelley’s Evening MBA program prepares students to thrive in this environment, introducing them to experiences such as the “China in Transition” seminar cruise. A fascinating opportunity to gain international and consulting experience, this semester-long cruise features a two-week trip to mainland China. While there, Kelley students partner with their counterparts from City University, Hong Kong, to work on logistics consulting assignments culminating in a presentation to the Chinese host company.

- **Kelley’s program is distinguished by integrated professional development services and a highly successful MBA enterprise program, offering students a chance to gain real-world experience in strategy business problem solving and consulting.**

- **An average of five years professional work experience.**

- **An undergraduate degree in business is not required to succeed in the Kelley MBA program.**

- **Kelley Evening MBA students have an average of five years professional work experience.**

- **Kelley Evening MBA students have an average of five years professional work experience.**

- **Kelley Evening MBA students have an average of five years professional work experience.**

- **Kelley Evening MBA students have an average of five years professional work experience.**

- **Kelley Evening MBA students have an average of five years professional work experience.**
Applying to the Evening MBA program

A admission to Kelley's Evening MBA program is competitive. The school's goal is to bring together a group of motivated and talented students who bring as much to the program as they will gain from it. Due to the competitive nature of the Kelley admission process, a strong score on the Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT) is required for acceptance into the program. For information on GMAT preparation course options, contact the Kelley Evening MBA Program Office in Indianapolis at 317.274.4895.

Three cohorts are admitted each year. Two on the IUPUI campus (spring and fall) and one each fall in Carmel. All cohorts will finish the final year of their degree program on the IUPUI campus.

Darrell Brown, manager of MBA admissions and recruitment, in the Kelley Evening MBA Program Office is available to meet with prospective students to answer questions about the program. Although an interview is not part of the admission process, Kelley does welcome the opportunity to speak with interested applicants about this program.

For more information about admission to the Kelley Evening MBA Program, visit www.kelley.iupui.edu/evemba/ or contact Darrell Brown in the Evening MBA program office at 317.274.4895.

O Our ability to secure enterprise projects for our students is due to Kelley's reputation and stature in the business community. Offering students opportunities to get involved like this is something I haven't been able to do at other universities.

—Mark Frohlich, Associate Professor of Operations Management; Co-Director, gSCIE Enterprise

More than 26,900 students, IUPUI serves as a national leader for today's urban university. The campus, situated just blocks from the seat of Indiana government, sources of downtown businesses and many of the city's cultural and entertainment venues, is home to 22 academic units granting degrees in more than 200 programs. Learn more about IUPUI online at www.iupui.edu/about/.
I can’t say enough good things about Kelley’s Evening MBA program. It's been a tremendous life-changing experience for me. I came with a set of expectations and left with so much more.

—Justin Hastie
Development Engineer, Carrier Corporation; Evening MBA Graduate

With more than 28,900 students, IUPUI serves as a national model for today’s urban university. The campus, situated just blocks from the seat of Indiana government, scores of downtown businesses and many of the city’s cultural and entertainment venues, is home to 22 academic units granting degrees in more than 200 programs.

Our ability to secure enterprise projects for our students is due to Kelley’s reputation and stature in the business community. Offering students opportunities to get involved like this is something I haven’t been able to do at other universities. It really enriches the entire educational experience.

—Mark Frohlich, Associate Professor of Operations Management; Co-Director, gSCIE Enterprise Program
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A admission to Kelley’s Evening MBA program is competitive. The school’s goal is to bring together a group of motivated and talented students who bring as much to the program as they will gain from it. Due to the competitive nature of the Kelley admission process, a strong score on the Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT) is required for acceptance into the program. For information on GMAT preparation course options, contact the Kelley Evening MBA Program Office in Indianapolis at 317.274.4895.

Three cohorts are admitted each year. Two on the IUPUI campus (spring and fall) and one each fall in Carmel. All cohorts will finish the final year of their degree program on the IUPUI campus.

Darrell Brown, manager of MBA admissions and recruitment, in the Kelley Evening MBA Program Office is available to meet with prospective students to answer questions about the program. Although an interview is not part of the admission process, Kelley does welcome the opportunity to speak with interested applicants about the program.

For more information about admission to the Kelley Evening MBA Program, visit www.kelley.iupui.edu/evemba/ or contact Darrell Brown in the Evening MBA program office at 317.274.4895.

Our ability to secure enterprise projects for our students is due to Kelley’s reputation and stature in the business community. Offering students opportunities to get involved like this is something I haven’t been able to do at other universities. It really enriches the entire educational experience.

—Mark Frohlich, Associate Professor of Operations Management; Co-Director, gSCIE Enterprise Program
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